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1. INTRODUCTION

In peer-to-peer swarming systems, as peers join a swarm
to download a content they bring resources such as band-
width and memory to the system. That way, the capacity of
the system increases with the arrival rate of peers. Further-
more, if publishers are intermittent, increasing the arrival
rate of peers can increase content availability [7].

In the presence of stable publishers that have enough ser-
vice capacity for peers to smoothly complete their down-
load [6], increasing the arrival rate of peers decreases the
probability that a piece will be unavailable among peers.
However, if the capacity of the stable publisher, U pieces/sec-
ond, is not large enough, it has been shown that the system
might be unstable [3, 5, 14]. Hajek and Zhou [3, 14], follow-
ing up work by Mathieu and Reynier [5], have shown that
if the arrival rate of peers, λ, is greater than U , the number
of peers increases unboundedly with time. It has also been
shown that simple strategies can alleviate, and in some cases
resolve, the instability problem. For instance, if peers reside
in the system after completing their downloads, on average,
the same time that they take to download a piece, then the
system is always stable [14]. Nevertheless, as peers have no
incentive to stay in the system after completing their down-
loads, it is important to investigate whether other simple
strategies that do not depend on providing incentives for
peers to remain online after the download completion can
improve system performance and stability.

In a peer to peer system, each peer has to make two de-
cisions before transmitting each piece: 1) which piece to
transmit and 2) to whom to transmit it. Although the for-
mer question has received some attention in previous works
(for instance, it has been shown that rarest-first piece selec-
tion and random useful piece selection yield the same stabil-
ity region [3]), to the best of our knowledge the implications
of the peer selection strategy have not been discussed yet
(previous works assumed random peer selection [3, 9, 14], a
notable exception being [5] – see related work section).

Let the throughput be the rate at which peers leave the
system. The goal of this paper is to evaluate the impact of
different peer selection strategies on the throughput (hence,
stability) of the system. We pose the following questions:

a) how to increase the throughput of the system by letting
peers strategically select their neighbors?

b) how does throughput scale with the number of peers in
a closed peer-to-peer swarming system?

We provide the following answers to the above questions.
First, we derive an upper bound on the throughput when the

stable publisher adopts the most deprived peer selection [1]
and rarest-first piece selection, while peers adopt random
peer selection and random useful piece selection. The bound
is significantly larger than the maximum attainable through-
put when both peers and publishers adopt random peer and
random useful piece selection. Then, we consider a closed
system and we use a simple Markov chain model to study
how the throughput of the system scales with the number
of peers.

Related Work. The service capacity of peer-to-peer sys-
tems was first analyzed by Yang and de Veciana [12], who
considered a closed system to analyze the transient increase
in throughput after a flash crowd. They also considered an
idealized fluid model to study the steady state. The fluid
model was further explored by Qiu and Srikant [10], Chow
et al. [2] and Zhang et al. [13]. None of these works consid-
ered the instability problem that occurs due to the fact that
one piece in the system might become rare compared to the
others. This problem, referred to as the missing piece syn-
drome, was first pointed out by Mathieu and Reynier [5].
To the best of our knowledge, [3, 14] and previous works
considered only random peer selection [9], files with at most
two pieces [8, 11], or considered a different class of peer-to-
peer networks as those considered here [4]. Mathieu and
Reynier [5] pointed out the potential advantages of most
deprived peer selection, but did not pursue its in depth anal-
ysis since peers can cheat when announcing their ages. In
this paper, in contrast, we analyze different peer selection
strategies for peer-to-peer networks that resemble BitTor-
rent, but assuming peers that do not misbehave. Whereas
previous work [4,8,9,11] assume that peers have no informa-
tion about the number of replicas of each piece in the system,
in this paper, inspired by BitTorrent, we leverage the fact
that most deprived peer/rarest-first piece selection are prac-
tical peer and piece selection mechanisms. As we will show
next, it suffices that only publishers adopt such mechanisms
in order to improve the throughput of the whole population.

2. MODEL

We consider the model presented by Hajek and Zhu [3],
with an important modification: the publisher can adopt
the most deprived peer policy. A file, divided into K pieces,
must be distributed to peers that arrive according to a Pois-
son process with rate λ. Let C be the set consisting of all
subsets of {1, 2, . . . ,K}. A type C peer is a peer that has a
collection C of pieces of the file, C ∈ C.

The publisher has service capacity U pieces/second. If
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Figure 1: Piece exchanges among peers.

the publisher adopts random peer selection, at the end of ex-
ponentially distributed intervals with mean 1/U it selects
a peer uniformly at random to transmit a piece. If the pub-
lisher adopts the most deprived peer selection, in contrast,
and U < λ, a fraction U/λ of peers receive a piece from
the publisher after arriving to the system. These peers are
referred to as gifted peers. The arrival rate of gifted peers
and non-gifted peers are U and λ− U , resp. (see Fig. 1).

Peers adopt the random peer, random useful piece selec-
tion. Each peer has an internal clock, which triggers at the
end of exponentially distributed intervals with mean 1/µ.
Every time the clock triggers, the peer selects a target peer
uniformly at random to transmit a piece. The piece to be
transmitted is selected uniformly at random among those
that the target peer does not own. Alternatively, publishers
or peers can adopt the rarest-first piece selection policy, ac-
cording to which they select and transmit the rarest piece
among those that the target peer does not own. As soon as
peers complete their downloads, they leave the system.

Let nC denote the number of peers of type C. The system
described above can be modeled using a Markov Chain with
state space n = (nC : C ∈ C). Let eC be a vector of the
same length as n, with all its elements equal to zero, except
the one corresponding to C, which equals one. Let TC,i(n)
denote the state resulting from a peer of type C downloading
piece i. Since the peer-to-peer system is known to be stable
when λ < U [3], henceforth we assume λ > U .

If the publisher adopts the most deprived peer selection
and rarest-first piece selection, whereas peers adopt random
peer, random useful piece selection, the positive entries of
the generator matrix Q = (q(n,n′) : n,n′ ∈ N|C|) are

q(n,n+ e{c}) = U,where c is the rarest piece in n(1)

q(n,n+ e∅) = λ− U (2)

q(n, TC,i(n)) = nC

(

µ
∑

S:i∈S

nS/(|S − C|)

)

/|n| (3)

Eqs. (1) and (2) characterize the arrival rate of gifted and
non-gifted peers, respectively. Eq. (3) characterizes piece
transmissions between peers adopting random peer and ran-
dom useful piece selection.

If the publisher and peers adopt random peer, random
useful piece selection, the positive entries of the generator
matrix Q are given in [14, §II]. To simplify presentation,
in what follows we assume peers adopt random useful piece
selection. Our results also hold if peers adopt rarest first
piece selection.

3. MOST DEPRIVED PEERS FIRST

In this section we study the system throughput when the
publisher adopts the most deprived peer selection strategy
and rarest-first piece selection, whereas peers adopt random
peer, random useful piece selection.
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Figure 2: The effect of the publisher strategy.

Proposition 3.1. If the publisher adopts most deprived
peer selection and rarest-first piece selection and peers adopt
random peer and random useful piece selection, the maxi-
mum achievable throughput is upper bounded by KU .

Proof Sketch. In what follows, let λ > KU . First, we
note that all states n = (nC : C ∈ C) are achievable. Even-
tually, the system reaches a state in which a large number
of peers have all pieces except a tagged one. These peers
are also referred to as one-club peers (see Figure 1).

As a consequence of the random peer selection adopted by
peers, if the one-club is large enough then gifted peers will
transmit content only to one-club peers, with high proba-
bility. As shown next, if λ > KU the one club grows un-
boundedly. Therefore, the effect of transmissions from gifted
peers to members outside the one club reduces with time,
and does not affect the maximum achievable throughput.
For this reason, henceforth we neglect arrow (a) in Figure 1.

All uploads from the stable publisher are to newcomers,
a fraction U/λ of which effectively receive pieces from the
publisher. Each peer that receives a piece from the publisher
has an additional expected lifetime of (K−1)/µ. During this
time, it will serve on average K−1 peers from the one-club,
who will then leave the system. Therefore, the population of
the one-club decreases at a rate of U(K − 1), and increases
at a rate of λ − U . Hence, the total departure rate of
peers is upper bounded by U(K − 1) + U = UK.

If the stable publisher uses random useful piece selection
rather than rarest-first, the stability region degenerates to
the case analyzed in [3]. That is because in this case the
argument presented in the above paragraph still holds, after
replacing U by U/K, which yields a stable system if and
only if λ < U .

Achievability. In this section we provide evidence that the
bound of KU on the system throughput is achievable. To
this aim, we consider simulation results shown in Figure 2.
Let µ = U = 1/10 pieces/s, K = 10, λ = 9/10, and all peers
(except possibly the publisher) adopt random peer/random
useful piece selection. Figure 2 shows, for 20 simulation
runs, the population size as a function of the number of
simulated events. When publishers adopt most deprived
peer/rarest first piece selection (blue curves), the popula-
tion size oscillates around its mean. This indicates that the
system is likely to be stable and a throughput of 0.9 is
achieved (see Proposition 3.1). In contrast, when publish-
ers adopt random peer/random useful piece selection (red
curves), the population grows unboundedly. This is in ac-
cordance to [3], where it has been showed that in this case



the system is unstable if λ > U .

Random Peer Selection Versus RandomUseful Peer Se
lection. Since peers adopt random peer selection, the rate
at which a tagged peer A contacts a tagged peer B for trans-
missions is µ/|n|. Therefore, each peer is contacted by the
rest of the population roughly at rate µ. Note that if there is
a large number of peers that have all pieces except a tagged
one, most of the contact opportunities will occur among the
one-club members, and will consist of unuseful contacts. In
the sequel, we discuss how downlink constraints and reci-
procity affect the system throughput when peers adopt ran-
dom useful peer selection.

Reciprocity. The lifetime of peers that receive pieces from
the publisher equals (K − 1)/µ. As discussed in the pre-
vious paragraph, the use of random peer selection by the
peers, which yields such an expected lifetime, is key. Alter-
natively, other factors can also yield such an expected life-
time. One factor is the limited download capacity of peers.
A second factor is the reciprocity that occurs among peers
in most peer-to-peer swarming systems. If non-gifted peers,
when transmitting content to gifted peers, adopt a tit-for-tat
strategy, according to which a peer A only transmits a piece
to peer B if peer B transmits a piece to peer A, the mean
lifetime of gifted peers will be at least equal to (K − 1)/µ,
independently of the peer selection strategy adopted. That
is because gifted peers can only transmit packets at rate µ,
hence receive packets at that rate from one-club members.
Note that, to bootstrap peers that do not receive pieces from
the publisher, one-club peers still need to optimistically send
pieces to resource-less peers.

Throughput Scaling. We now study how the throughput
of the system scales with the number of peers. To this goal,
we consider a Markovian model of a closed system: every
time a peer leaves a new one immediately arrives. A de-
tailed description of the Markov Chain and the correspond-
ing Tangram II model are available at http://www-net.

cs.umass.edu/~sadoc/p2pthr/. For a file consisting of two
blocks (K = 2) and µ = 1, Figure 3 plots the throughput as
a function of the population size, for different publisher ca-
pacities U (varied between 0.5 and 1 blocks/s) and publisher
strategies. Peers follow random peer, random useful piece
selection. Figure 3 shows that the throughput obtained
when publishers adopt rarest piece/most deprived peer se-
lection is greater than the throughput obtained with each of
the other two strategies. It also shows that for large popu-
lation sizes, the throughput of rarest first/random peer and
random useful piece/random peer are roughly the same.

4. CONCLUSION

During the past decade, peer-to-peer systems have re-
ceived considerable attention for their popularity and scal-
ability. Nonetheless, it has been recently shown that such
systems are not always stable [3,5,14]. In this paper we con-
sidered publishers that adopt the most deprived peer/rarest
piece selection. First, we presented a bound on the achiev-
able system throughput. The bound is proportional to the
number of pieces in the file and simulations provide evidence
that it is achievable in practice. Second, we presented nu-
merical results obtained with a Markovian model of a closed
system. These results also indicate considerable gains when
publishers adopt the most deprived peer/rarest piece selec-
tion mechanism.
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